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INTRODUCTION

THE EVEIL PROJECT
EVEIL is an international project organized by six European partners and financed by
the program COMENIUS of the European Union.
The EVEIL project helps young children with visually impairment get a better access
to reading and writing, to books, newspapers and other sources of information.
Improving the literacy of visually impaired children will help them take part in society
more effectively and with greater ease, and fully enjoy culture as well as become
independent and responsible European citizens.
The project aims on creating a network of professionals in the field of pre-reading
activities for blind and partially sighted children.
Work package 6 was focused on helping parents to support their children in learning
to read and to do so with the richness and imaginative scope available to fully sighted
children. The workshops were therefore aimed at offering a range of strategies to
parents for reading with their children and engaging in a range of wider activities that
would increase their child’s motivation, enjoyment and breadth of understanding in
approaching literature. The work package involved two partners, in Germany and
Ireland, who were working with different populations and consequently developed
distinctive approaches to the task. In Germany, DBSV worked with blind children in
conjunction with the Schloss-Schule Ilvesheim to show parents how to produce
materials for developing the tactile awareness of blind children, including tactile
books. In Ireland, NCBI work mainly with partially sighted children and their
development work concentrated on the wider issues of confidence building and
motivation rather than the more technical issue of pre-braille activities. Although the
partners followed different paths, each responding to the parents with whom they
were involved, the ideas and activities that were developed complemented each
other.

THE EVALUATION OF NEEDS
Report «Parental support in the development of reading by vision impaired children”
NCBI devised a questionnaire for parents to identify the extent to which they read
themselves, had newspapers or books in the home, whether they bought books or
borrowed them from libraries, encouraged their children to read and spent time with
them looking at books. This provided partners with a baseline of knowledge about
the level of reading and pre-reading activity that children experienced and this gave
some indication of where children and parents would benefit from support.
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Both DBSV and NCBI were concerned to provide a rationale to parents for the
activities that they were developing and this rationale was based in the cognitive
development of children and the central role of reading in this development. DBSV,
working with parents of blind children, were focused primarily on the difference
between the development of concepts by blind children and by fully sighted children;
the need for direct tactile experience by blind children to compensate for the lack of
sight as a distance receptor. This was not, however, their only concern and DBSV
also emphasized the need for promoting independence in negotiating the
environment. NCBI was working mainly with parents of partially sighted children and
based their workshop activities on a broader framework of inter-related cognitive and
social development, emphasizing the need to encourage self-confidence as a
foundation for independent learning by children.
The survey of parents and the work on conceptual development provided an
understanding of the kind of support that would benefit parents in helping their
children learn to read.
In the EVEIL-project FAF as coordinating partner presented the concept of "discovery
workshops" to the other partners. The task of the Irish partner NCBI and DBSV from
Germany was, to develop out of this kind of workshops which are meant for children
with visual impairment a new kind of workshops to teach parents. Special
pedagogical work with handicapped children cannot take place so much time and so
it is very important to train parents who share daily life with their children. This may
have a bigger impact on a positive development of the children.
The preparation of the workshops was based on a research initiated by NCBI in
which EVEIL partners asked parents of visual impaired children about their needs in
reading books together with their children. The main points mentioned by the parents
were:
conceptualization
support of self-stimulated movements to investigate the environment
assessment of functional vision
building of and work with models and tactile images and creation of tactile
books
learning to use Braille
The concept of discovery workshops by FAF faces all these points. It was now the
task to develop a workshop concept that teaches parents in these.
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I- PREPARATION OF THE WORKSHOPS
II-1 PREPARATORY MEETINGS
As DBSV normally not is working directly in the education of visual impaired preschool children, we decided to look for partners who want to cooperate with us in the
field of discovery parents workshops. In Germany there are about 50 early
intervention centers especially for visual impaired children. We asked centers in Köln,
Düren, Marburg, Würzburg, Ilvesheim, Berlin and Hamburg. The contact to the center
in Würzburg was made by a presentation of the EVEIL project by DBSV in the
conference of braille teachers in Vienna in March 2011. Some of the centers were not
so much interested in cooperation, because they said they have not so much blind
children they work with.
In the preparation DBSV suggested the following draft of a workshop to the early
development centers:
The EVEIL project (www.comenius-eveil.eu) aims on facilitate the access of blind and
partially sighted pre-school children to reading and to books and that way to improve
their understanding of the world and their concept and language development.
For this a concept of workshops for parents shall be developed and tested practically
that gives advice to the parents how to read books with their children.
Needs of parents
In 18 interviews parents showed the following needs concerning reading books with
their children:
How can I assess the functional sight of my child? How much can my child
see?
How can I improve the motoric skills of my child and not overprotect her or
him?
How can I improve tactile strategies of my child?
What are the basics of concept development?
How can I use models and tactile graphics?
How can I use braille in daily living and in the preparation to read?
How can I as parent learn braille?
How can I cope to having a disabled child?
How can I verbalize things that happen or objects in child books?
How can I make reading fun for my child?
How can I help my partially sighted child?
Goals and methodology of the workshop
The workshop should refer to the needs of the parents and give them advice by
practical activities. Base of the concept is the method developed by the French Blind
Association (FAF) of discovery workshops. In this elements of a child book are taken
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to work on them with the child in practical activities, with original object and models.
So children get fun in reading books and at the same time they are supported in their
concept development.
Adapted to a parents workshop this method shell be used together with parents and
their children. By the way parents shell learn about how to support their children in
motoric and mobility skills, tactile strategies, use of the children's sight and concept
development.

II-2 DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITIES
Friday
17:00 - 18:00: arrival, introduction of all participants and the workshop's program
all parents and children
20:00:00 - 21:00: presentation of braille I:
The system of Louis Braille, "dots games" for pre-reading
- all parents whose children will learn braille
Saturday
9:30 - 11:00: presentation of braille II:
Braille makes fun and practicing makes good braille readers
- parents and children practice together
(parents how not like to take part in the introduction of braille can take part to the
workshop from here up)
11:00 - 12:30: discovering the world with books
The method of discovery workshops: learning about the world by using a child book.
Concept development: how children learn and understand new things
Discovering independently: advices how children can move autonomously
- all parents
11:00 - 12:30: reading and discovering
Children get in contact with the book xyz
- all blind, partially and fully sighted children
12:30 - 14:00: lunch break
14:00 - 15:30: introduction and analyze of the book xyz
What elements in the books can and should be explained to children specially?
What methods for these explanations do we have?
Planning of the discovery trip through the book with the children
- all parents
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14:00 - 15:30: playing, fun and movement
- all children
15:30 - 16:00: coffee break
16:00 - 18:00 : discovery trip I
Single elements out of the book xyz will be worked on with real objects, models, toys
The page in the book to which the activities refer will be illustrated with tactile
elements.
- all parents and children
18:00 - 20:00: break and dinner
20:00: opportunity for parents to exchange

Sunday
9:00 - 12:00: discovery trip II
- all parents and children
12:00 - 13:30: lunch break
13:30 - 14:30: reflexion of the discovery trip
Parents exchange about their experience and new learned things
- all parents
13:30 - 14:30: the book xyz
Children read their new book with tactile elements
- all children
14:30 - 15:00: closing session
What participants take home ...
Further projects and offers
Saying good bye
- all parents and children
15:00 - 16:00: coffee break

II-3 COOPERATION AND ATTITUDE OF THE PARENTS
Parents were all volunteers who had been contacted through DBSV and the partner’s
staff and so they were positive about coming to the workshop.
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II- PARTICIPANTS OF THE WORKSHOPS
II-1 WORKSHOPS IN ILVESHEIM
Six families took part to the workshop 14 adults, six blind children and eight brothers
and sisters.
II-2 WORKSHOPS IN WURZBURG
To the workshop attended:
Seven families with six blind children, 13 adults and four sighted brothers and
sisters (one mother came alone without her child)
four teachers of the Institute for the Blind of Würzburg
two teachers of the Institute for the Blind of Nürnberg
two leaders and three assistants
II-3 WORKSHOPS IN BERLIN
At the workshop took part:
13 blind and partially sighted children
4 brothers or sisters
19 parents (one mother without her child)
7 teachers and other professionals from the early intervention centres
2 DBSV staff members
2 assistants
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III-

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE WORKSHOPS

Workshops were organized in Berlin, Ilvesheim and Würzburg.
Each workshop was different and included the special situation of parents and
children the centers work with and also the special know how of the teachers working
there.
IV-1 OCTOBER 2011 IN ILVESHEIM
The early development center of the school for the blind in Ilvesheim created a
course system for parents of blind and partially sighted pre-school children. Four
different courses are offered for parents especially of blind children:
dayly living skills
mobility and orientation
preparation to learning braille
creating and reading tabtile books
We decided to organize one of the workshops no. 4 together. In the preparation of
the workshop a mother of a blind child created a new kind of tactile "action books".
The parents were trained in the workshop how to create such books and how to use
it for the concept development of their child.
The workshop took place on Saturday 30th October of 2011 in Rastat in the southwest of Germany. Six families took part to the workshop 14 adults, six blind children
and eight brothers and sisters.

Program of the workshop
10:00 - 10:30: opening, presentation of participants and staff, introduction of the
program
Inge Ziehmann
10:30 - 13:00: working on creation of the tactile "action book" "Ich und meine Familie"
for all parents guided by Susanne Sariyannis
13:00 - 14:00: lunch break and individual exchange
14:00 - 14:45: introduction of the German braille code
14:45 - 15:45: presentation of how to read and use the "action book" and how to use
it for the concept development of a blind child
Susanne Sariyannis
15:45 - 16:00: answering questions and closing of the workshop
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Pedagogical content of the workshop
To the concept of the tactile action books and the way to read and work with them the
following article is published on the EVEIL website:
My Child will read and comprehend
Designing Tactile Books for Blind and Partially Sighted Children and Methods of
reading to them promoting Conceptualization
Susanne Gudrun Sariyannis developed a concept for tactile books for blind and
partially sighted preschool children, based on input from the "Tactile Road to Braille"
by Dr. Markus Lang and the early intervention Centre at Schlossschule Ilvesheim as
well as her own experiences in promoting her two blind children. Her new, creative
ideas transform into a whole new generation of books.
1. Principles of Book Creation
The books are produced in A6 Format, since it is suitable for the level of tactile
exploration strategies of blind preschool children. Bigger formats lead to exhaustion
in some of the children when it comes to orientation on the pages.
Each double page contains the text in print and Braille on the left. Even though the
child is still unable to read the text, its encounter is important when developing a
concept of what writing actually is.

The picture layout is based on the principles of tactile representation as described in
Lang/Hofer/beyer, “Didaktik des Unterrichts mit blinden und hochgradig
sehbehinderten Schülerinnen und Schülern”. Objects are represented as models
closely resembling the original, mimicking the surface structure and material. The
pictures’ view is always straight from above or the side, and never in perspective.
All pictures contain movable parts allowing for the child to be a part of the story or to
play along while exploring them, or for variations of the picture in question. Objects
can be removed from the book to play with them.
All the pictures contain Braille: Streets are presented as lines of Braille letters (keline
b-Street, names of people, animals and buildings, quantities are represented by the
corresponding number of Braille dots
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The pictures contain tasks for developing tactile strategies such as: counting,
following lines, comparing objects, symbols or letters, orientation on a page.
The story may be changed by changing the elements, so it becomes different each
time it is read to the child. One example is fixing different letters with Velcro to a felt
page.
The story contains objects promoting the child’s conceptualization, e.g. by making
aware the concept of a body using characters from the story, explaining different
species of animals, and exploring landscapes.

2. How to read the book
Place the book on the table in front of the child using a non-slip mat, and have them
open the book, explore the pages and turn them over on their own. The child gets the
idea of books and how to use them.
Before reading the book, the reader analyses elements in the book suitable for
conceptualization. A face in the book, for example, can be used to develop a concept
and the awareness of the body, a piece of bark to describe the decay of dead wood,
etc.
The reader looks for background information on subjects contained in the book.
Each time the book is read, a different subject is chosen for a more in-depth
discussion. The choice can be made based on the interests of the child, the
knowledge or requirements or based on what has to be learned at that point.
The book is prepared with variants of exercises to be used beforehand (e.g. when
assigning Braille letters). This makes the book a bit different each time.
The chosen topics to be discussed in more detail while reading the book are
supplemented and illustrated by additional objects or models.
Some topics may also include activities such as excursions to the forest.
The prepared background knowledge on the subjects is presented in a manner
suitable for children.
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3. Book Example: Me and my Family
The points described above are clearly outlined in the book "Me and my Family",
which Sariyannis presented during a workshop for parents and children held on
10/29/2011 in Rastatt, Germany.
1. Page: The front page shows a face – the face of the child. Different hairstyles may
be attached to the forehead. When reading the book, the face may be a good
opportunity to develop the concept of body in the child. What can be found in a face?
What is where? The child should get the opportunity to touch the faces of family
members and relatives. Different facial expressions may also be taught to the child
as well as different hairstyles. Located below the face is a strip of Velcro. The child
can attach its name in Braille. The book also contains a page of felt (cut from a
doormat). You can attach letters to the page and have them at hand when needed.
The child may also form words from Braille letters on this page. Alternatively, keep
the letters in a matchbox to have them ready.
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2. Page: The „Kurz’s“House“. The page shows a picture of a house with a door that
can be opened, windows, a sign with the name and house number on it, a roof and a
chimney. The child can conceptualize the structure of houses using the house from
the book. A line of the letter a in Braille goes along the bottom of the house.
The text reads: "Mama, daddy, my older brother Leo, granny and grandpa belong to
me. We live in a-Street No. 2."
The window and door have Velcro attached to them. The child’s name can be
attached in individual Braille letters. The afore-mentioned felt page can be used to
accomplish the task.

3. Page:
Text: "Mama is in the kitchen writing a shopping list. How many bananas, pretzels,
eggs and biscuits would she like to buy?"
The child can touch the four objects. They may be elaborated upon later and
compared to their respective originals. You can also experiment with eggs: out of
three eggs, one is put in vinegar for three days, and another one for one day. After
three days the three eggs are compared to each other. The child can also have all
mentioned objects to eat. Beside every object you can find a line of Braille dots from
2 to 5 that the child must count. Then, using a Velcro dot, the number has to be
assigned to a cube with the corresponding dot pattern.
Shopping may be a further topic extracted from this page. When going shopping, the
child can learn where which of the four products is located in the supermarket, how
they can be identified by touch and how they are wrapped.
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4. Page:
Text: "Leo is doing his homework in the children’s room. The task: Look for the
partner. Would you like to help him?"
The child has to assign four letters to predetermined letters from a selected range.
The task may vary every time the page is read.
5. Page:
Text: "Granny and grandpa go hiking. Grandpa found a trail of slime on the sand path
near b-Street. Where does the trail lead to?"
The sandpaper path goes parallel to a line of the letter b in Braille. There is a silicon
strip with the words "trail of slime" on it. The child may follow lines made of different
materials and compare the width of the routes.

6. Page:
Text: "It leads over soft moss, a stone and a piece of bark to a wilted leaf. Who is
beneath it?"
The child may follow the trail with different ground materials. All objects contained in
the page can be discussed more thoroughly. Please use original objects wherever
possible, e.g. planning trips to nature, so the child can touch the objects. Do not force
the child to touch the objects because this may lead to touch inhibitions.
13

7. Page:
Text: "Daddy says a letter and I take an object from the small bag starting with that
letter."
You may attach a Braille letter to the page. You can put different objects and as
many as you like into a small bag. The child then has to find the object or all objects
in the bag starting with the pre-determined letter, e.g. the letter m as in mushroom.
The objects in the bag may be discussed further and elaborated upon.
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IV-2 JULY 2012 IN WÜRZBURG
DBSV cooperated with the early intervention center of the Blind Institute of Würzburg.
The preparation took from March 2011 until July 2012.
The teacher of the institute Marina von Thüngen had to check if the institute is willing
to host the workshop. It had to be checked if enough participants would spend a
whole week-end for the workshop and if there are enough families with children in the
right age.
Marina von Thüngen wanted to put one focus of the workshop on exercises to
prepare children to learn braille. So there had to be found mainly families with
potential braille reading children.
Another thing was to decide for a book to tread in the workshop that is not to complex
and not too simple to be able to work on it on one week-end.
To the workshop attended:
Seven families with six blind children, 13 adults and four sighted brothers and
sisters (one mother came alone without her child)
four teachers of the Institute for the Blind of Würzburg
two teachers of the Institute for the Blind of Nürenberg
two leaders and three assistants

Program of the workshop
Friday, 13th July
Preparatory activities:
showing the areal of the Institute for the Blind to all staff members of the
workshop
preparation of all rooms and materials
preparation of a point to lent tactile children games
preparation of break snacks and coffee
16:00 - 17:00: arrival, check-in, presentation of the area of the Institute for the Blind
17:00 - 18:00: opening, presentation of participants and staff, introduction of the
program, film about braille, administrative things
18:00 - 20:00: break and dinner, evening song and saying good night to the children
20:00 - 21:00: for parents and elder sisters and brothers: introduction of the braille
system and exercises for pre-school children to write and read braille
Saturday, 14th July
8:00 - 9:00: breakfast
9:30 - 9:45: opening of the day, song
15

9:45 - 10:30: braille exercises of children and parents together
- individual breads for the children
11:00 - 12:30: children get to know the book "Jella Schnipp Schnapp"
reading and repeating
children repeat single phrases
talking
about
the
days
in
the
feeling and discovering the tactile Jella Schnipp Schnapp book

week

11:00 - 12:30: for parents and adults: how to read and work with the book Jella
Schnipp Schnapp with visual impaired pre-school children
methods for a good reading to someone
presentation of the tactile "action book" Jella Schnipp Schnapp
What books are most usable with visual impaired children?
how to analyses a book for the work with a child
basics of concept development and how to teach new concepts to a blind or
partially sighted child
daily living and mobility skills as base of successful concept development
how to design the braille text and other elements in a children book
how to practice the preparation of reading with a braille children book
introduction and preparation of the discovery points in the afternoon
12:30 - 14:00: lunch and break
14:00 - 14:30: opening of discovery activities
discovering scissors and the use
explanations to the discovery points
every family receives their own book
14:30 - 17:30: activities at the discovery points
See the content of the points in the explanation below.
The families can choose to which points they want to go and how much time they
want to spend there
activities to learn more about things acuring in the story
designing the individual book as a tactile action book
17.30 - 18.00: closing of the activity session
reading the book together - every child with its own book
evening song
18:00 - 20:00: dinner and break
20:00 - 21:30: informal exchange for parents
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Sunday, 15th July
8:00 - 9:30: breakfast
9:30 - 10:15: visit of a blind woman with guide dog
explanations how to live and walk with a guide dog
practical exercises
10:45 - 11:30: repetition of the story of Jella Schnipp Schnapp
all children follow the story in their own book
the children speak the text in parted roles
11:30 – 12:00: presentation of possible further activities
more possibilities of additional tactile elements for the book
working on the days of the week
further discovery activities
more children books to work on
12:00 - 13:00: lunch and break

13:00 - 14:00: closing of the workshop
reading the story
exchange and tips of participants
further questions
feed back to the workshop
Discovering the world with books - explanation to the single elements and discovery
points in the workshop
The following article is published on the EVEIL website www.comenius-eveil.eu too.
For our parents seminar we therefore had
- copied the double-page spreads to a smaller formate
- strengthened lines and contrasts (for visually impaired children)
- laminated the sheets and filed them crosswise in a folder
- then glued haptic elements on the pages or created totally new pages
to touch and play with
Elements of the book "Jella Schnipp Schnapp"
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Content of the book
When Jella keeps quiet, she always has something special in mind, namely with her
scissors. Every day her mom and dad ask her: "Jella, what are you doing?"
On Mondays she cuts curtains into strips (snip snap)

On Tuesdays she cuts pictures out of books
On Wednesday’s fringes from carpets

On Thursdays she cuts the dog's hair
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On Fridays she does the flower care

And on Saturdays she must dress her stuffed animal's wounds, any idea why? Dad
and Mom always cry: "Stop it!"
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On Sundays Jella does not do anything special but just makes noise, namely with a
drum, jumping on her parents' bed where they want to sleep.

1. Weekdays
At preschool age children can already develop a comprehension for the sequence of
the weekdays. You can support that with Jella Schnipp Schnapp:
recite the weekdays (probably even backwards)
"Which weekday comes before Wednesday?" or "... after Thursday?"
"What does Jella do on ...?" Monday is curtains day.
comparison with other books, e.g. in "Raupe Nimmersatt" Monday is apple day
2. Jella - Body Scheme
Make a little Jella doll for your book together with your child: you can twist pipe wire
and glue a head on top, probably add dress, face, hair.
You can also just use any little doll as Jella.
Talk about the parts of the body: Children with vision impairments are developing
only slowly something like a "body scheme". Discuss with your child, what is located
where at the body. Your child can seek and show the body parts at itself, at your
body, at other persons and at dolls. The child can also realize where what is located
during the handicraft process.
"The matchstick men do gymnastics": Discover matchstick pictures with your child.
Your child can try to copy and exercise the postures or draw them with wax crayon
on drawing film or other appropriate materials.
To distinguish body postures: Discuss with your child the meaning of different
postures, demonstrate the posture and let your child touch them. Make a guessing
game: Can you hear whether I sit or stand, whether I look upwards or let my head
hang down, whether I am turned towards you or away?
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3. Scissors
Fix scissors with a string to the folder; thus it can wander with your child through the
entire book; with movable parts like this you can let many books come alive.
Make your child repeat the terms for the parts of scissors: handle, blades ...
Show your child different kinds of scissors: size, form, function, purpose, material ...
Let your child investigate, describe and compare all the scissors; try them out: what
can you cut well or badly with which scissors? Give your child credit! Don't be too
anxious! Let it act itself, don't provide too much! If possible, avoid to guide your
child's hands!
Rehearse precautionary measures for handling scissors, e.g. always hand scissors to
somebody else with the handle ahead.
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Monday
4. Curtain
Fix an uncut part of a curtain into the book together with your child: staple, glue or
sew it around a stick.
Let your child slit a part of a curtain. You might hold it tight in order to facilitate the
cutting. Fix the strips in the book.

Investigate curtains and drapes with your child: how they are hanged, how they can
be pulled up and down, opened and closed; consistence of the fabric; let your child
climb a ladder in order to explore the size of the window and the mounting
suspension of the curtain.
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Discuss with your child the functions of curtains: decoration, view protection, sound
absorption
Using curtains as an example you can show your child how to hide behind things.
Tell your child whether you can see him/her behind a curtain, drape, door, sofa, wall,
under a blanket ... What is transparent, what is non-transparent?

Compare seeing with hearing and touching: Through a curtain you cannot see, but
hear and touch; through a glass door you can see, but not touch and barely hear.
In this way your child learns something about how seeing works.

5. Stripes
Explain to your child what stripes are.
by using tactile stripes, duct tape stripes on paper etc.
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Draw with your fingers stripes on your child's hand or back
One can touch zebra pedestrian crossings a little bit with stick or shoe sole
Mention what else has stripes: tiger, zebra ...
Make your child touch and go along tactile stripes or lines, that's a pre-exercise of
reading braille

Tuesday
6. Books
Your child can learn what a book can be. Compare different kinds of books: different
bindings, book covers, formats, black and braille scripture.
Glue little self-made books into the Jella book.
Your child can exercise turning and counting pages in books.
Compare black scripture and braille books with each other (thickness, pictures ...)
Clarify terms and concepts: cover, back, title, front and back page
Reading direction from front to back, from top to bottom, from left to right: that's how
sighted people read with their eyes and blind people with their fingers.
Exercise with your child how to put books back to the shelf carefully.
There are also audio books available for blind children and adults (
www.medibus.info
Make audio books and a "Daisy Player" accessible for your child.

7. Pictures
You can paste up your completed Jella book or the self-created little book for the
Tuesday page with a self-created title picture.
For another self-created book you can then cut this picture out again.
If you have tactile pictures, you can let your child touch them. You will soon notice
which haptic pictures are easy or difficult to recognize by your child.
You can find criteria for good tactile pictures at www.comenius-eveil.eu
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Wednesday
8. Carpet
You can glue small parts of carpet or loose fringes into the book or create a floor plan
of your apartment as a puzzle of carpet parts.

Explore different kinds of carpets with your child from top to bottom: woven, knotted,
gummed - with and without fringes
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Discuss other floorings: wood (parquet, timber piling), PVC, linoleum, tiles, stone ...
How does it feel, how does it sound, on which flooring can I sneak up best?
Create a foot-touch-path with different floorings that your child then must guess.
You can probably use different floorings in your house as orientation help. E.g. the
table stands on a special carpet that could be a collision warning for your child, also
special flooring in front of stairs.
Tip: You can probably get carpet rests free from carpet stores.
Carpet can be laid as noise protection pads under braille typewriters (double folded,
so that you can easily move the machine).

Thursday
9. Dog
You can glue fur or cut off hair into the book.
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Let your child pet real dogs, perhaps in your neighborhood.
Show him/her different dog breeds (plastic or stuffed).
Clarify parts of the dog's body and typical attributes of a dog, distinguishing dogs
from other animals.

Let your child get to know a blind person with a guide dog.
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Friday
10. Flowers
Complement the book with artificial flowers - perhaps in a way that one can pluck and
"repot" them.

Discover with your child all kinds of plants and flowers. Clarify the components: roots,
stalk/stem, leaves, blossoms, fruits ...
Get to know different kinds: pot flowers, cut flowers, herbs, crop plants ...
For blind people smelling plants are especially exciting: mint, lavender, rosemary,
basil ...
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Eatable and uneatable plants
What does a plant need to grow? (light, water, soil/nutrient, CO2/substances in the
air)
Clarify the concept of flower care and when it makes sense to cut leaves/flowers: for
tea, in case of illness, dried leaves, faded blossoms, as bouquet, in order to make the
plant branch out (mint); when do leaves naturally drop off (too dry, too old)?
Saturday
11. Cuddly Toy/Stuffed Animal
Fix a piece of gauze bandage into the book. Your child can now knot a mini stuffed
animal into it. Thus your child can exercise how to knot and tie a bow.
You can also discuss parts of the body again with the stuffed animal.
Discuss and explore the making of cuddly toys: fabric, filling ...

12. Bandage/Dressing Material
Get a bandage out of the first aid kit
together with your child. Look what
else is there.

Exercise opening the package.
Exercise unwinding and recoiling, wrap
and bandage different things: body
parts, cuddly toys, dolls ...

Show your child how to fix a bandage (band-aid, clips).
Let your child cut gauze.
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Sunday
13. Noise
I guess you will find enough stuff to make noise in your home ...
14. Tactile Marking
You can complement the book with braille texts.

There are many possibilities:
Words version: stick just single words to things or persons acuring on the pages. You
can write those words also on cards that can be fixed by your child on the right
places.
For the mini books an chapter 5 you can write single words or tactile pictures out of
braille signs.
The whole text can be written directly on the pages of the original book. It can be
written on transparent foils to sew into the book on sticking transparent foils or on
normal paper.
Your child can perhaps already write its own name that can be put into the books:
"This book belongs to ..."
The braille text should be written in double line distance and perhaps also in double
word distance.
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15. Descriptions of images
While reading you should also describe the pictures to your child.
The following remarks may help you in this:
What is on the picture?
Where is what located?
Who is doing what?
Whereat can you recognize this?
How do persons and things look?
Which things are important to understand the pictures and the book?
first a general description, then details
Does my child know the concepts that I use in my description?
Are there interesting or funny details worth describing?
The descriptions should not be too long.
You can record yourself reading the text and doing the descriptions. So you can
produce an audiobook for your child.

16. tactile graphics und books
You can add tactile images to normal books. Advices for good tactile images you find
in www.comenius-eveil.eu.
You can create tactile graphics in different ways:
special foil for tactile graphics with special silicon pad
finger color with perfume oil
3d colors, Glitter glue
wax strings
models, shapes and reliefs out of all materials
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IV-3 AUGUST - SEPTEMBER 2012 IN BERLIN
The third workshop was realized with four early development centers for visual
impaired children in Berlin:
-

Johann-August-Zeune-Schule - school for the blind
Paul und Charlotte Kniese-Schule - school for partially sighted
Sozialpädiatrisches Zentrum für Kindesentwicklung Berlin Kreuzberg early intervention center
Frühförderstelle des VdK Berlin - early intervention center

In May 2011 we contacted the Johann-August-Zeune-Schule. In October we had a
first meeting with two teachers of this school. They suggested to cooperate with the
other centers in Berlin which work with visual impaired children.
In a meeting in Autumn these four centers discussed a cooperation and decided to
get in contact with DBSV to check, if a cooperation is possible.
In March 2012 there was the first meeting in which we presented the concept of our
parents workshops. The early development teachers decided to cooperate with
DBSV and then there had to be fixed much more things: Shell the workshop be a
week-end, only one day or two or three single days? Which are good dates? What is
a good location and which children book can be used? This long time of getting to
know each other and finding a common base of working took many resources, but it
was necessary in this case.
It became also obvious that it is not so easy for families with handicapped children to
attend such a seminar, but at the end there were 14 families interested even not only
from Berlin, but also from far away.

At the workshop took part:
13 blind and partially sighted children
4 brothers or sisters
19 parents (one mother without her child)
7 teachers and other professionals from the early intervention centres
2 DBSV staff members
2 assistants
Together with the other professionals we decided to use the book "Zili, Billi und Willi"
(The three little picks) for the workshop. Like in the other workshops we made an
analysis of the elements in the book what might have to be explained to a blind or
partially sighted child. In the planning of activities the participating families had to be
taken in consideration. There were children with a rest of sight and others with
multiple disabilities. so there had to be chosen activities that can be made on
different levels according to the ability of each child. We decided for activities in the
following topics:
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Materials: straw, wood and stone
These materials can occur in very different modes. There are very different kinds of
wood, like complete trees or shipping of wood, and also of stone and straw. The
material can be explored by its weight, solidness, surface, the noises produced by it
and much more. Also the materials can be explored by the ways to use them,
especially in the way to construct something.

Blowing and wind
Children can explore natural wind, blowing animals or humans and machines that
produce wind. They can learn that wind is not visible, but hearable and fellable and
that it can be very strong.
Running
Blind and partially sighted children don't have so many opportunities to run, but they
should get such. Running is very important for motoric skills and the ability to
orientate.
Houses and buildings
For a blind or partially sighted child it is difficult to understand fully what a house is
and what different kinds of houses and buildings there are. So it is important to
explain to the child the dimensions of houses, the materials use in building and
typical elements. In this you should show to the child as much as possible in original
and let it walk around and through houses. Also models of houses can be used to
explain the structure.
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Animals
If possible the original animals - picks and wolf - should be shown to the children or at
least a shepherd dog and picks. For this an excursion to a farm or a zoo would be
good. An alternative could be animals of plastic, cloth or would. The body scheme of
the animals can be explained and the differences between wolf and picks or between
animals and humans.

Program of the two workshop days
Saturday, 25th August
15:00 - 15:15: welcome, song and introduction of the workshop
15:15 - 15:20: introduction of all participants and staff members
15:20 - 15:25: reading of the story with special noises
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15:25 - 15:30: presentation of the discovery points (as mentioned about)
15:30 - 17:00: activities at the discovery points
The families can choose to which points they want to go and how much time
they want to spend there
activities to learn more about things acuring in the story
1. materials : straw, wood and stone
2. blowing and wind
16:00 - 17:00: individual breaks with coffee and snacks
16:00 - 17:00: exhibition of tactile books and games
17:00 - 17:45: working to build the tactile children book of the three little picks
17:45 - 18:00: feedback, fixing of things for the next workshop day, closing
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Saturday, 8th September
15:00 - 15:15: welcome and song
15:15 - 15:20: reading of the story with special noises
15:30 - 17:00: activities at the discovery points
Materials : straw, wood and stone / Blowing and wind / Discovering houses and
buildings / Exercises of running
16:00 - 17:00: individual breaks with coffee and snacks
16:00 - 17:00: exhibition of tactile books and games
16:00 - 17:00: offer of advice by a social worker of the local blind association of Berlin
17:00 - 17:45: working to build the tactile children book of the three little picks
17:45 - 18:00: further questions, feed back, closing
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IV-4 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS: COMMUN AND DIFFERENT ASPECTS
The three workshops in Germany were quite different in many aspects that are:
The regional structure and offers of early intervention is quite different: Berlin is a
big city with four centers, the other regions are larger with less habitants and only
one center of early development.
The professionals working in the centers have different focuses in their work
which they wanted to face in the workshops. In Rastatt the teachers of Ilvesheim
used the cooperation to rise the kind of workshop they regularly offer for parents.
But this was very interesting for DBSV and for the preparation of the other
workshops.
The professionals work on different levels: teachers with an additional
qualification in early development, social workers, motor therapists, remedial
educationalists
The children, number of children and family situations are quite different: totally
blind, with a rest of sight, with additional handicaps ...
The professionals of the cooperating partners wanted to choose the books used
in the workshops. So we had to work on three different books.
The workshop time was different: from one day up to one week-end.

By working in so different settings it became obvious that working on any children
book is possible following these three steps:
You can take the following three steps:
1. Analysis of the book
Which contents of the book are interesting to be worked on with a blind or visually
impaired child?
2. Analysis of your child
Which of the contents, that you have found at step 1, your child does
already know and do not need to be explained further more?
Which of the contents does your child probably not yet know correctly?
Does your child know all the objects and animals mentioned in the book?
Can your child really imagine what is written?
Does your child know all the activities mentioned in the book, e.g. cutting,
climbing a tree, baking bread, starting a fire?
Can your child imagine all the occurrences, especially those ones dealing
with seeing? E.g. to hide, terms like in front of, behind, above, over, under,
right, left. Tips, how to learn new terms (concept formation) you can also
find at www.comenius-eveil.eu
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3. Plan activities in order to work with your child on the book
We suggest the following three options:
activities in order to "relive" the occurrences, to bring the book to life, e.g. going
into the woods, making a boat trip, cutting something into pieces ...
getting to know real objects, e.g. different kinds of svissors, cars, diggers,
bulldozers, animals, plants ...
What cannot originally be explored and investigated, can probably be touched
and explained as models like e.g. plush or plastic animals, toy cars, models made
of building blocks/toy bricks ...
In that way in organizing the parents workshops in Germany a pedagogical tool was
developed to work following the French method of discovery workshops to work on
children books with blind and partially sighted children.
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IV- THE TOOLS

IV-1 METHODOLOGY « HOW YOU CAN USE A CHILDREN'S BOOK IN ORDER TO
PROMOTE YOUR CHILD'S DEVELOPMENT
Based on the example of the book "Jella Schnipp Schnapp" by Rosemarie KünzlerBehncke we demonstrate, how you can use a children's book in order to promote
your child's development in many ways.
"Jella Schnipp Schnapp" is just an example that wants to show you the many
possibilities of such a book.
You can take the following three steps:
Analysis of the book
Which contents of the book are interesting to be worked on with a blind or visually
impaired child?
Analysis of your child
Which of the contents, that you have found at step 1, your child does already know
and do not need to be explained further more?
Which of the contents does your child probably not yet know correctly?
Does your child know all the objects and animals mentioned in the book?
Can your child really imagine what is written?
Does your child know all the activities mentioned in the book, e.g. cutting, climbing a
tree, baking bread, starting a fire?
Can your child imagine all the occurrences, especially those ones dealing with
seeing? E.g. to hide, terms like in front of, behind, above, over, under, right, left. Tips,
how to learn new terms (concept formation) you can also find at www.comeniuseveil.eu
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Plan activities in order to work with your child on the book
We suggest the following three options:
- activities in order to "relive" the occurrences, to bring the book to life,
e.g. going into the woods, making a boat trip, cutting something into
pieces ...
- getting to know real objects, e.g. different kinds of svissors, cars,
diggers, bulldozers, animals, plants ...
- What cannot originally be explored and investigated, can probably be
touched and explained as models like e.g. plush or plastic animals, toy
cars, models made of building blocks/toy bricks ...

Of course you cannot work on all these subjects at a time or one immediately after
the other. Concentrate on those things your child and you are excited and interested
in and what you both like. Later on you can still decide to do others.
You can also complement the book together with your child.

IV-2 VIDEOS
IV-21 VIDEO “HOW TO ILLLUSTRATE THE STORY WITH TACTILE ELEMENTS AND
ACTIVITIES”
In the workshop in Berlin there was recorded an instructive video to show also other
parents how they can read books together with their children, how they can add
tactile and movable elements and how they can organize activities to make their child
understand better the things occurring in the book.
This video is available on YouTube:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ymhp_p7ft8&feature=results_video
and it is also linked on the EVEIL website.
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IV-22 VIDEO “WHAT IS THE BRAILLE”
The research with parents made obvious that they need information about how to
use braille: How to read and write, how to produce braille, how to put braille in the
daily environment of children and where to get texts and books in braille.
For this DBSV decided to produce a little instructive video about how to read and
write and provide also a website with links where to get material to write and print and
with many information about braille.
This website is a part of the EVEIL website and can be found also on
www.brailleinfo.eu. There are also linked the videos on YouTube in the different
EVEIL languages.

IV-22 PROVIDING TACTILE ACTION BOOKS
In the preparation of the parents workshop in Rastatt together with the school for the
blind of Ilvesheim DBSV was introduced to the concept of action books which were
developed in the early intervention center in Ilvesheim. This concept is described
about and on the EVEIL website. Professionals in the field of early intervention and
parents named various times the need of more such books for blind and partially
sighted children.
DBSV decided to initialize the production of some of these books as part of the
parents workshops activities and the EVEIL project. Three books were created by
Susanne Sariyannis a mother of two blind children, two further books were developed
in the other two parents workshops. The books are:
Jella Schnipp Schnapp by Rosemarie Künzler-Behnke
Zilli Billi und Willi by Elizabeth Shaw (The three little picks)
Ich und meine Familie by Susanne Sariyannis (Me and my familiy)
Die geheimnisvolle Spur by Susanne Sariyannis (the misterious trace)
Die Buchstabenfreunde by Susanne Sariyannis (The letter friends)
For the participants of the workshops we produced
15 peaces of "Ich und meine Familie"
12 peaces of "Jella Schnipp Schnapp" and
20 peaces of (Zilli, Billi und Willi2
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Of all five books are produced and will be produced 50 peaces of each to provide
them to early intervention centers and parents all over Germany.
"Die geheimnisvolle Spur" is produced by the Deutsche Zentralbücherei für Blinde
Leipzig (German Library for the Blind). This library already produced tactile books,
but in quality that is not really usable for blind pre-school children. By the cooperation
in the production of this tactile action book the library increased the knowledge about
designing good books for blind and partially sighted children. Furthermore they
started initiated by the EVEIL project a cooperation with the school for the blind of
Ilvesheim to produce more different books for pre-school children from one to six
years. So the EVEIL project initiated new activities and the increasing of quality in the
creation of children book of the German Library.
To produce the other four books DBSV is cooperating with PRIOS a project of
qualification of the unemployed people in Berlin. This cooperation has the following
aspects:
PRIOS supported DBSV in preparing the books "Jella Schnipp Schnapp" and
"Zilli, Billi und Willi" for the participants of the parents workshops in Würzburg and
Berlin.
By producing tactile children books the participants of the PRIOS qualification
projects get a very sense full work and so they are well motivated in this work and
to improve their professional skills.
Together with DBSV PRIOS will produce 50 peaces of the four books mentioned.
So we will be able to offer a number of new books to persons who were not able
to take part in our parents workshops.
PRIOS is already planning to produce more other tactile action books in the
future.
So in the cooperation with DBSV PRIOS became an organization producing
tactile children books in a high quality. This is a new development that was not
planned in the beginning of the project.
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V- EVALUATION

V-1 IMPACT ON THE TEAM INVOLVED
In personal feedback sessions and talks and by many e-mails the parents reported
us that the workshops were very important for them, for the further education of their
child, for getting to know methods of reading and working with books and for getting
in contact with other parents. They asked us to offer more such workshops at least
one every year.
The cooperation with many professionals in the field of early intervention was very
important for the work of DBSV. We built by this a network of professionals who were
involved in different aspects of the EVEIL project and got by this an overview over all
the project activities.
The partners are:
University of Education of Heidelberg, Prof. Markus Lang, texts about concept
development, standards of tactile images, description of the "Tactile Street to
Braille" and production of new peaces of it
University of Education of Heidelberg, students Anne Walter, Regina Frenz, Vera
Bergmann, participation in the EVEIL conference in Kosice and presentations
about development of tactile skills
Special school and early intervention center "Schlossschule Ilvesheim": Inge
Ziehmann, Adalbert, Wagner, Michaela Pfeifer, Susanne Sariyannis; workshop for
parents and children in Rastatt, development of standards for tactile images,
production of tactile "action books" "Die geheimnisvolle Spur", "Die
Buchstabenfreunde", "Ichund meine Familie"; participation in the EVEIL
conference in Dublin and presentation of concept of tacile books.
Special school and early development center "Blindeninstitut Würzburg", Marina
von Thüngen, workshop for parents and children in Würzburg, providing material
for pre-reading education in braille, participation in a national conference in Paris
four early development centers of Berlin: Christiane Waschau, Eva-Maria
Poschka, Hannah Berends, Uta Walter, Camilla Schindelwig, Hannah Dickmann,
Heike Greaf, workshops for parents and children in Berlin
Humboldt-Universität Berlin, students Katharina Fritzke, Claudia Schramowski,
support in workshops for parents and children in Berlin
early development center "Diakonie Frankfurt": presentation of the "Korkus und
Pfeifi" books on the EVEIL website
Special school, early development center and braille edition "Deutsche
Blindenstudienanstalt: Peter Hanke, Rudi Ullrich, Manfred Kappel, texts about
symbolic playing and presentation of the tactile book "Faustus" on EVEIL website;
production of the "action book" "Die Buchstabenfreunde"; printing of braille text
pages for tactile books
Counseling center for partially sighted people "Beratungsstelle für Sehbehinderte
Berlin", Dr. Friederike Beyer, Dr. Christine Stamm, advices for parents of blind,
partially sighted and multiply handicapped children for EVEIL website
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Project for unemployed people "PRIOS Berlin", Dieter Burmeister, investigations
for production methods and production of tactile "action books" in 50 peaces: "Die
Buchstabenfreunde", "Ich und meine Familie", Jella Schnipp Schnapp", "Die drei
kleinen Schweinchen", Kasimir tischlert"
Library for the Blind "Deutsche Zentralbücherei für Blinde zu Leipzig", Dr. Thomas
Kahlisch, investigations for production methods and production of tactile "action
books" in 50 peaces: "Die geheimnisvolle Spur"
Working group Braille of the association of special teachers for blind and partially
sighted "Verband für Blinden- und Sehbehindertenpädagogik", Dr. Petra and
Vivian Aldridge, presentation of EVEIL activities in pre-reading material in braille
Federation of libraries for the blind "MEDIBUS", Elke Dittmer, Dr. Thomas
Kahlisch, presentation of tactile "action books" and discussion about production
possibilities of those by the libraries
Braille21 congress 2009 in Leipzig, participation in preparation and presentation
of braille pre-reading material
Technical University of Dortmund, Dr. Katharina Rohde: Exchange about prereading material for blind children (especially the Mangold-Program, which Dr.
Rohde lent from DBSV and presented to her students)
Association of special teachers for blind and partially sighted "Verband für
Blinden- und Sehbehindertenpädagogik", presentation of the workshop for
parents and children in Würzburg in the congress of the association in Chemnitz
In many personal talks and e-mails these partners told us that being involved in the
EVEIL project was a good opportunity for them to:
get in contact with other professionals even from other countries
exchange professional points of view, materials and methods
have the opportunity to publish material on the EVEIL website
use the material provided on the EVEIL website
get to know the method of discovery workshops as focus of the EVEIL project
take part in the creation of tactile action books and use them in the future
Working in a network of many partners was one of the main focuses of DBSV in the
EVEIL project especially in WP6. It brought a benefit to the further work of DBSV in
the future and also to the work of the partners.
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